Introducing the Valencia, Barcelona and Geneva
Premium Contoured Edge Profiles.

VALENCIA
Full-Wrap Ogee

Dramatic, graceful
contoured slope.
Full-wrap edge design
for classic sophistication.

Realcrete 6200-RW, Formica

BARCELONA
Contemporary Ogee

Striking edge contours add
distinction and flair.
Double-waterfall edge is
perfect for classic and
modern designs.

Milano Mahogany 4728-52, Wilsonart

GENEVA
Modern Drop Ogee

Clean, attractive edge
contour lines.
Subtle modern drop edge
emanates understated class.

Light Tan Marble 1730A-1, Wilsonart

The Distinction of a Postformed Edge
COMBINED WITH the Deep Beauty of
Premium Laminates.
We proudly present the newest edge profiles from
VT Industries – Valencia, Barcelona and Geneva. These
latest profiles from North America’s leading postformed
laminate countertop manufacturer let you achieve the
luxurious look and feel of granite, stone or solid surface
countertops at a fraction of the cost. And with a wide
selection of deep-sheen, light-reflecting premium laminates
from major manufacturers, you’re sure to find the perfect
look to complete your kitchen, bath or bar. Beautify
your home and balance your budget with quality and
craftsmanship you can count on from VT Industries.

BARCELONA
Madras Indian Slate 3688-77, Formica

WHAT IS A VT POSTFORMED COUNTERTOP?
Postformed countertops are prefabricated countertops
formed as a single piece from the backsplash to the front
edge. Laminate is “wrapped” around the core material –
from the curved backsplash to the cove, and then over
the front edge – to provide a seamless surface.

WHY CHOOSE A VT POSTFORMED COUNTERTOP?
Easy maintenance with no polishing or sealing needed.
No seams to collect dirt and grime.
Easy installation.
Available with and without backsplash for
further customization.

GENEVA
Black Faux Marble 754-46, Formica

SPACE FOR MORE THAN JUST LIVING.
Enhance your design with the look and feel of granite, stone or solid surface countertops.
Endless design possibilities with laminates from major manufacturers.
Available as an environmentally friendly EQcountertop to keep the earth beautiful, too.
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VALENCIA Bella Capri 1822-35, Wilsonart

GEORGIA CUSTOMER SERVICE: 800.872.7457
ALL OTHER CUSTOMER SERVICE: 888.287.8356
WWW.VTINDUSTRIES.COM/COUNTERTOPS
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